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The Covid 2019 Pandemic has led to an unprecedented state of affairs globally.
Furlough Rules were in place in many European countries and governments were
supporting Establishments to take care of their employees during the difficult
period. Whereas, Establishments in India are perplexed with the situation.

 Production completely stopped
 Revenue Loss
 Inventories are stacked
 Cashflow stopped
 EMI payment could not be met
 Salaries, Social security are to be taken care
 Administration cost are also to be taken care
 Taxes are to be paid

Major worries of the employers are:

1. How to manage the cash flow for wages and social security benefits
2. Where there is no work, can we go for No work No pay or Reduction or Lay off

or Retrenchment
3. Will there be a support from Government?
4. How to manage payments to Vendors, vendor employees?
5. Why I have to pay for Temporary, Casual, Daily wagers etc.

Employers who are Large Industrial and Commercial establishments could able to
manage the wages and other dues of permanent workforce and company.

Besides, for establishments providing essential services, establishments who are
engaging Employees work from home, find no challenges on the above mentioned.

The challenge is for those contractual, casual, temporary and daily wager in the
abovesaid companies and establishments which are medium and small scale
industries, start-ups, etc.



I have collated some clarifications on few most relevant queries raised by the such
employers:

1. Can the employer entitled to suo-moto deduct the available leaves in lieu
of non-working day?

Such kind of Pandemic is new and with advisory from the Government, it is
suggested that such deduction in leave entitlement cannot be considered or
can only be taken after mutual consent from the employees.

2. We are Okay to pay full salaries to employees who work from home, but
few of our employees, could not be able to do such WFH, due to their work
style.  Do we have to pay salaries to them too?

Yes, as the Pandemic is neither caused by employer nor employee and it is
beyond the control of both, hence mandatory to pay wages to all. If any of
the employee/ worker denies performing duty, which he/she can do (at office
after getting permission or from their home), then for those individuals,
appropriate action can be taken.

3. We too are concerned about the individual employee, but due to our
business situation, can we just pay only Basic wages and exclude
allowances for the lockdown period?

Any compensation whichever is agreed between employee and employer as a
fixed monthly and not a variable, shall be paid.

4. How to go about Lay-off or retrenchment?

Where your business is severely impacted, you can take appropriate actions
as per the Industrial Disputes Act, after having due consultation with your
legal department.
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